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Abstract

This article sets out to contribute to the special issue devoted to multi-disciplinary legal research by discussing first the limits of purely doctrinal legal research in relation to a particular topic and second the relevant considerations in devising research that (inter alia) draws on non-legal, auxiliary disciplines to ‘fill in’ and guide the legal framework. The topic concerned is the (analysis of the) fundamental rights of minorities.

The article starts with a long account of the flaws in the current legal analysis of the European Court of Human Rights regarding minorities’ rights, particularly the reduction in its analysis and the related failure to properly identify and weigh all relevant interests and variables. This ‘prelude’ provides crucial insights in the causes of the flaws in the Court’s jurisprudence: lack of knowledge (about the relevant interests and variables) and concerns with the Court’s political legitimacy.

The article goes on to argue for the need for multi-disciplinary legal research to tackle the lack of knowledge: more particularly by drawing on sociology (and related social sciences) and political philosophy as auxiliary disciplines to identify additional interests and variables for the rights analysis. The ensuing new analytical framework for the analysis of minorities’ rights would benefit international courts (adjudicating on human rights) generally. To operationalise and refine the new analytical framework, the research should furthermore have regard to the practice of (a selection of) international courts and national case studies.
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1 Introduction and Setting the Scene

The appropriate treatment of persons belonging to ethnic, religious, or linguistic minorities tends to be controversial in most states. As diversity in states is increasing, also due to the effects of globalisation and related migration streams, the tensions concerning minorities are expected to rise. These tensions imply challenges for public authorities, inter alia in view of liberal democracies’ commitment to respect fundamental rights, also of persons belonging to minorities. The recurring criticisms of decisions by public authorities and (international) courts that affect fundamental rights of minorities, as failing to do justice to the complexities involved and the related multitude of relevant interests, point to the limits of pure legal doctrine in this respect. An article for a special issue dedicated to multi-disciplinary (legal) research obviously focuses on the ways in which this research method could contribute to tackling flaws in the analysis of minorities’ rights. In other words, this article’s central research question reads: in what way can the findings of non-legal research be incorporated in legal doctrinal research, so as to improve the identification and weighing of all relevant interests for the analysis of minorities’ rights.

The analysis here will focus on the importance of multi-disciplinary legal research for the analysis of minorities’ rights, which would ideally feed into the judicial practice of international courts. Liberal democracies globally share a commitment to fundamental rights, which implies that they accept the need to respect these rights when developing policies, legislation, and practice, also in relation to minorities. When states fail in their primary responsibility to respect fundamental rights, subsidiarity protection and human rights leadership of international courts, and related guidance for states, is crucial.

The problem analysis in this article will zoom-in on the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), undoubtedly the international court adjudicating on human rights issues par excellence in Europe. Furthermore, over the years, the ECtHR has become the international human rights court with the...
most extensive and rich jurisprudence on minorities, both in terms of range of topics and numbers of judgments.4

1.1 Human Rights, Limitations, Interpretation Principles, and Judicial Activism

It is generally accepted that the law, and certainly human rights law, is not only determined by the text of the legal provisions concerned, but also by the interpretation of that text. Since the formulation of human rights is open to a range of different interpretations, the interpretation principles, or maxims adopted are often decisive. The effective enjoyment of fundamental rights5 is an overarching concern for international courts monitoring the compliance of fundamental rights. In the words of the ECtHR, the convention must be interpreted in a manner which renders its rights practical and effective, not theoretical or illusory.6 This implies that the scope of application of rights should be interpreted broadly, generously. Since most fundamental rights are not absolute, their effective protection does not require their absolute realisation. Nevertheless, limitations by public authorities need to respect particular requirements.7 Indeed, the requirements that states need to meet when they want to limit the enjoyment of rights are of paramount importance to safeguard their effective protection. In this respect, an interpretation maxim has developed following which limitations need to be construed restrictively.8 In line with the overarching rational of human rights conventions, the protection of human rights is the baseline, and thus limitations need to be interpreted restrictively.9 Consequently, when something is accepted to fall within the scope of application of a right, states have to respect and protect this right, and they need to have very good and concrete reasons to limit its enjoyment. The maxim arguably points to a rather high baseline level of scrutiny by international courts, which in turn implies that these courts do not leave considerable discretion to the contracting states. The overarching concern with the effective enjoyment of fundamental rights has influenced the development in the framework of international conventions on human rights of sui generis interpretation principles, more particularly the teleological and the evolutive interpretation principle.10 While the former implies a consideration of the underlying ratio of rights, the evolutive or dynamic interpretation of human rights reflects that these rights are not static. The latter characteristic of fundamental rights is nicely captured in the ECtHR’s living instrument doctrine, following which ‘the European convention is a living instrument . . . [that] should be interpreted in the light of “present day conditions”’.11 It may be obvious that different opinions can and do exist not only about the most decisive interpretation principle but also on what ‘effective enjoyment’, ‘telos’, etc. mean and imply. The ensuing different interpretations also reflect different visions about the role of international courts and the appropriateness of judicial activism. While different interpretations of the law can be defended, ultimately a choice needs to be made by the adjudicator.12 Admittedly this choice is subjective to some extent.13 Nevertheless, the generally recognised maxim that limitations to fundamental rights need to be interpreted restrictively has already been argued to point to the appropriateness of a rather high level of scrutiny as baseline. The latter, in turn, implies a strong case for judicial activism, for the appropriateness of a rather ‘active’ court, in the sense of one that does not easily ‘follow’ the arguments of the states. Furthermore, given the generally recognised importance of the maxims of legal certainty and predictability for the rule of law, it is arguably important that courts adopt explicit and transparent reasoning regarding the interpretation they adopt.14 This explicit reasoning can, in turn, contribute to a certain sense of objectivity.

1.2 Human Rights, Interpretation, Limitations, and Multi-Disciplinary Legal Research

Multi-disciplinary legal research investigates the extent to which non-legal disciplines can function as auxiliary disciplines to guide the interpretation of the legal norms

10. Inter alia Letas, 2007, Chapter 3 in particular.
11. ECtHR 25 April 1978, 5856/72 (Tyrer v. The United Kingdom, para. 183.
and thus ‘fill in’ the legal framework. An article on multi-disciplinary legal research inevitably explores whether these interpretation principles for human rights also imply openings to other disciplines. Teleological interpretation, and its reflection on the ratio of norms, invites input from moral and political philosophy and, depending on the concept, also other disciplines such as psychology. The evolutive or dynamic interpretation of human rights, and the need to take into account changes in society, calls for a consideration of sociological theories and data. In other words, the input of these other disciplines can be argued to be necessary for the proper (doctrinal) analysis of human rights, in relation to both the determination of the scope of application of human rights, and the limitation analysis.

A central requirement for a limitation to a fundamental right to be legitimate is that the limitation is proportionate to the legitimate aim invoked by the state. This proportionality requirement depends, following the Court’s steady jurisprudence, on all relevant circumstances of the case. In other words, complying with the proportionality requirement is intrinsically related to a balancing of all relevant interests, according to each interest’s relative weight. Proper balancing is essential for the effective protection of fundamental rights by international courts, and arguably requires that the respective weight of all relevant interests is considered and discussed. Put differently, only when all relevant interests are taken into consideration and given their appropriate weight can the legal standards be correctly applied. Arguably, identifying all relevant interests, as well as the relevant variables – determining the relative weight of the interests concerned – cannot be realised with a purely legal perspective. Especially in complex cases, the perspectives of non-legal disciplines, and particularly social sciences and political philosophy, provide additional insights and information about the interests in play, including historical and collective dimensions thereof. Indeed, confirming the preceding argumentation concerning interpretation principles, human rights is a field of law which almost per se requires input from non-legal disciplines in order to obtain the doctrinally correct application of the law. Not surprisingly, legal doctrinal research on human rights increasingly turns to non-legal disciplines, as auxiliary disciplines to guide the interpretation of the legal norms. Exploratory research shows that such multi-disciplinary research is especially called for concerning the fundamental rights of persons belonging to (ethnic, religious, and linguistic) minorities. The effective protection of rights, hinted at above, is particularly important for persons belonging to minorities, given their vulnerable position. However, and notwithstanding the principled commitment of liberal democracies, the rights of persons belonging to ethnic, religious, and linguistic minorities tend to present a challenge for public authorities in light of other policy concerns, including pursuing ‘an integrated society’, tackling economic crises, and terrorism threats. As the problem analysis below will confirm, courts confronted with cases on minorities’ rights encounter difficulties in identifying and weighing all relevant interests concerned. These cases are often complex, not only in terms of the range of different interests in play, but also in terms of the historical and collective layers of these interests. Systemic discrimination against a group deeply affects a society’s structure, with discrimination in the field of education, entailing discrimination in the employment sphere and so on. Traditional, ingrained dominance of particular groups, and/or prolonged periods of discrimination against others, in turn, implies that the status quo reflects the majority norm. Disproportionate impact on minority groups of the related apparently neutral rules is not always detected by (international) courts. Hence – returning to the central research question of this article – it merits investigating in what way the findings of non-legal research can be incorporated in legal doctrinal research, and feed into judicial practice, so as to improve the identification and weighing of all relevant interests for the analysis of minorities’ rights. The analysis of this article proceeds in three sections. Section 2 discusses the jurisprudence of the ECtHR concerning minorities and argues that the Court in several respects reduces cases and fails to properly balance


16. In principle one has to have regard to the formulation of each right and the stipulations of its limitation clause. Nevertheless, the jurisprudence of the supervisory organs reveals that the proportionality requirement is key.

17. See infra on the argument that ‘proper balancing’ also requires a critical review of the justifications put forward by the state. The level of scrutiny adopted by the courts is in any event important for the effective protection of fundamental rights.

18. K. de Feyter, ‘Treaty Interpretation and the Social Sciences’, in F. Coomans et al. (eds.), Methods of Human Rights Research, Intersentia (2009), at 218, 231. See also the argument from Vranken restated by Elaine Mak in her contribution to this issue, emphasising that interdisciplinary insights are required when arguments with an empirical connotation play a role in legal reasoning (Elaine Mak, ‘Watch Out for the Under Toad: The Challenge of Contextualisation in Comparative Legal Analysis’, [5]). The examples given, such as arguments concerning reasonable and context-oriented interpretation, and effective legal protection play a central role in human rights reasoning (see also infra).


21. See below for further elaboration, also through the discussion of particular cases.
all relevant interests and variables. Two major causes are identified for these jurisprudential flaws, namely lack of knowledge and concerns about its own political legitimacy. This article focuses on multi-disciplinary legal research as a means to tackle the lack of knowledge of the ECtHR (and other international courts). Furthermore, it is anticipated that when the Court would address the lack of knowledge by relying on non-legal disciplines, this could possibly have indirect beneficial effects for its concerns about its political legitimacy.

Section 3 focuses on ways in which multi-disciplinary legal research could tackle the lack of knowledge and the related uncertainty regarding the identification of all relevant interests and variables for the analysis of minorities’ rights. It discusses how and in what ways the findings of non-legal disciplines can enrich the analysis of minorities’ rights, and what disciplines could function as ‘auxiliary disciplines’. Section 4 goes on to discuss how the findings of non-legal disciplines could feed into the judicial practice of the ECtHR and other international courts in a way which alleviates concerns for its own political legitimacy.

In other words, in this article multi-disciplinary legal research is discussed as a means to address both causes of the current flaws in the ECtHR’s jurisprudence on minorities, the lack of knowledge, and the concerns about its own political legitimacy. More generally, international courts’ use of data of non-legal disciplines will not only contribute to the identification and proper weighing of all relevant interests in cases on minorities’ rights, but their explicit and transparent reasoning could also bring objectivity and predictability to judicial decision making, and indirectly address legitimacy concerns.

2 ECtHR Case Law: A Problem Analysis

Turning to the European Court of Human Rights, this Court is increasingly confronted with cases on (ethnic and religious) minorities that trigger heated debates throughout Europe. Admittedly, the text of the European Convention on Human Rights does not include rights for (persons belonging to) minorities. Nevertheless, the teleological and evolutive interpretation principles used by the ECtHR clearly carry potential to address specific minority concerns pertaining to their separate identity (and substantive equality). In terms of the scope of application of rights, the Court’s willingness to do so and to interpret the scope of rights generously is visible in several jurisprudential lines.22 For example, the Court easily recognises that the wearing of the headscarf is a manifestation of one’s religion and thus covered by the freedom of religion. Similarly, the Court’s acknowledgement that respect for a traditional way of life is a component part of the right to privacy is beneficial for ethnic minorities. However, a different picture emerges when assessing the Court’s limitation analysis. The following critical assessment focuses on the Court’s reasoning in its analysis of limitations to these fundamental rights.

Notwithstanding its overall outstanding reputation,23 it has been noted – also by other academics – that the ECtHR’s jurisprudence on minorities and their rights is flawed because it does not identify and weigh all relevant interests in the limitation analysis, thus often inappropriately ‘reducing’ cases regarding minorities.24 The Court can be argued not to take ‘all relevant circumstances’ into account, as it proclaims to do. More particularly, the Court in several respects fails to acknowledge the various layers and the group-character of disadvantage and discrimination suffered by minorities. Consequently, when balancing the respective interests, the Court does not accord sufficient weight to the interests on the minorities’ side. Insights from social sciences and political philosophy would arguably help ‘complete’ the picture, and enable the Court to identify all relevant interests and variables. As will be demonstrated in the more in-depth analysis below, this ‘reduction’ of cases by the Court is visible in several cases on Roma, the paradigmatic example in Europe of a group who has been the victim of prolonged systemic discrimination. Similarly, in cases regarding religious minorities, the Court can be seen to often disregard structural advantages of majorities, related to the extent to which the dominant religion’s values are ingrained in society, thus glossing over the related disadvantages of religious minorities.25

Prior to the discussion of a selection of judgements that provides paradigmatic examples of the flaws in the ECtHR’s jurisprudence,26 the parameters for a critical analysis of the Court’s case law are set out. In order to explain the criticisms regarding the Court’s analysis, we need to return to the doctrine of legitimate limitations and more particularly the central requirement that limi-


24. The term ‘redux’ was used explicitly in the (title of) Julie Ringelheim’s article on the ECtHR’s Chapman case (J. Ringelheim, ‘Chapman Redux: The European Court of Human Rights and Roma Traditional Lifestyle’, in E. Brems (ed.), Diversity and European Human Rights: Rewriting Judgments of the ECtHR, CUP (2013), at 426-44). Similar ideas were already visible in earlier writings, Inter alia by Olivier de Schutter, Sia Papapoutou Akerman, and Kristin Hennard, and when focused on religious rights Javier Martinez Torron and Lucy Vickers.


26. It is indeed beyond the scope of this article to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the relevant case law of the ECtHR.
tations need to be proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued by the state, and the related balancing of the respective interests.27 As acknowledged above, different opinions about the role of international courts translate in different stances about the appropriateness of judicial review. Nevertheless, the basic tenets of the human rights paradigm, more particularly the maxim that limitations need to be interpreted restrictively, point towards the appropriateness of a rather high baseline level of scrutiny by international courts when evaluating the proportionality requirement.28 Arguably, the ECtHR’s margin of appreciation doctrine invites a critical assessment in this respect. As will be developed in Section 4 of this article, a turn to the multi-disciplinary legal perspective could, over time, also have beneficial effects on the Court’s concerns about its political legitimacy, underlying the use of the margin of appreciation doctrine.

It is first of all important to clarify that this doctrine concerns one form of state discretion in relation to fundamental rights among several others.29 Several of those forms of discretion are not at all problematic but simply reflect the nature of human rights. One form of discretion flows from the fact that human rights’ standards are not set at the level of the best possible protection, but rather denote a bottom line, a minimum that needs to be realised. Obviously, there are many degrees of realisation above that bottom line, and the choice states make in this respect falls fully within their discretion. The choice of means/methods to reach the bottom line is similarly a matter of acceptable state discretion.30 However, the margin of appreciation doctrine as developed by the Court concerns the demarcation of the bottom line in a particular case, more particularly the question whether a particular limitation is proportionate to the legitimate aim invoked.

While in some respects the ideas underlying the margin of appreciation seem sound and acceptable, in the end leaving states a margin of appreciation sits uneasily with adopting a serious level of scrutiny by way of baseline, as argued above. Indeed, the bottom line is case specific, and depends each time on all relevant circumstances. National authorities can be said to be better placed to make this case-specific assessment as they are ‘closer’ to their societies. In this respect, the margin of appreciation is said to reflect that international courts are subsidiary to the national authorities, who bear the primary responsibility to respect fundamental rights (in their jurisdiction).31 Nevertheless, the fact that states have the primary responsibility to respect human rights does not guarantee that they also do so. Indeed, the assumption is challenged on a daily basis by accounts of human rights’ violations in the contracting states. Hence, it is essential that the system of international supervision actually assesses whether the national authorities have respected the ‘bottom line’. This would confirm the appropriateness of a rather high level of scrutiny by way of baseline. However, the margin of appreciation is inversely related to the level of scrutiny (review) adopted by the Court. Hence, the wider the margin left to states, the lower the level of scrutiny adopted by the Court. Put differently, the more generous the Court is in the margin it leaves states, the less likely that the level of scrutiny it adopts will attain the baseline level advocated here. Furthermore, when states ratify the Convention, they accept that the European Court has the competence to review their actions and inactions for compliance with the Convention, and has the final word in this respect.32 Granting states a margin of appreciation concerning the ‘bottom line’ appears to downgrade the international supervision system set up by the Convention.

Returning to the argumentation about ‘proper balancing’, this baseline level of scrutiny is also intrinsically related to – to some extent implicit in – ‘proper balancing’. ‘Proper balancing’ arguably implies meticulous balancing: all relevant interests and variables should be suitably identified and appropriately weighed.33 When setting out to identify all relevant interests and variables for the proper analysis of minorities’ fundamental rights,34 the two overarching concerns of minority protection, namely (substantive) equality and the right to (a separate) identity, are a logical starting point.35 The right to equal treatment36 concerns both a right to substantive or real equality and an effective protection against invidious discrimination, which shields against disadvantageous treatment for which there is no reasonable and objective justification. An effective protection against invidious discrimination is an essential precondition for a proper treatment of persons belonging to minorities. Substantive equality builds on this, and goes further in that it may require differential treatment so as

30. See also state obligations in relation to the implementation of EU directives.
32. Articles 19, 32, and 46 (in relation to Article 1) ECHR.
36. For an extensive analysis see Henrard, 2007.
to do justice to the specificities of the case. In so far as this differential treatment aims to take into account (accommodate) the specific identity characteristics of minorities, substantive equality is actually interlinked with the right to identity. The latter implies a prohibition of forced assimilation. Fundamental rights that contribute to the realisation of the right to identity include rights that protect the minorities’ own way of life, the expression of one’s separate identity, and its maintenance (through education). Of course, everything depends on the interpretation of these rights and the balancing of the respective interests in case of limitations to these rights.

2.1 A Selection of ECtHR Judgments Pertaining to Minorities – Paradigmatic Examples of Flawed Balancing

The following examples of cases on systemic discrimination of ethnic minorities and on claims for accommodation by religious minorities explain and clarify how the Court can be and has been seen to ‘reduce’ cases concerning minorities. Throughout the analysis, the flaws in the Court’s jurisprudence will be related to the major causes hinted at above, namely lack of knowledge and concerns about the Court’s political legitimacy, while clarifying the role of the margin of appreciation doctrine. The possible improvement of the Court’s reasoning through the use of non-legal disciplines will be hinted at as well.

It is generally recognised that Roma suffer systemic discrimination. The Court, however, often does not give due weight to the decades of neglect and discrimination that this group had to endure, the groups’ special needs in relation to its separate, own way of life, and at times even a case-specific background of racist incidents. The related ‘reduction’ of the cases is visible in cases on police violence against Roma, and Roma evictions from caravans and townships because of the illegality of the accommodation.

In cases of alleged discriminatory violence by police officers against Roma, the Court is strikingly reticent in the sharing of the burden of proof. In EU law (and general non-discrimination law), a special allocation of the burden of proof for discrimination cases has been developed: because it is virtually impossible to prove discriminatory intent, the claimant only needs to prove facts that allow a presumption of discrimination to arise, making a prima facie case. The government then needs to prove that no discrimination took place. The ECtHR, however, has been most reticent in accepting a prima facie case which would shift the burden of proof to the government. Arguably the Court does not take all relevant circumstances into account, thus reducing the case, when it discounts – in the allocation of the burden of proof – the broader context of decades of police violence in particular countries/regions, even when this is combined with racial slur uttered by policemen. Findings of non-legal disciplines, particularly social sciences, could point to the relevance of the broader contextual information when deciding whether or not a presumption of discrimination is made out.

A second line of cases on Roma, which point towards the Court’s ‘reduction’ of the cases regarding minorities, concerns evictions from caravans and townships because of the illegality of the residence. Several cases concern Roma living in caravans on plots of land that are – according to general land planning rules – not allowed

41. Inter alia Hennard, 2013, at 303, 308, 310. A third line of cases concerns Roma’s relegation to separate and sub-standard education (in several Eastern European states). Notwithstanding the striking overrepresentation of Roma children in schools/classes for children with mental disabilities, the Court for a long time ignored this disproportionate impact of at first sight neutral rules on a vulnerable minority group. The related disregard by the Court for questions of overall impact on effective and actual access to a right (education) constituted another form of ‘reduction’ of the related cases. In the meantime, the Court seems to have firmly incorporated indirect discrimination in its non-discrimination jurisprudence and, in a range of cases, goes rather far in acknowledging the systemic nature of the misdiagnosis of Roma children, and the danger of cultural bias in the tests used. Nevertheless, it can still be questioned whether the Court attaches proper weight to all interests in play when it classifies the problem as one of indirect discrimination and not direct discrimination. Indeed, when public authorities hold in place a system of which is known that it disadvantages Roma pupils, would this not reflect an intent to maintain the system and thus disadvantage Roma? See also M. Davidovic and P.R. Rodriguez, ‘Roma Maken School in Straatsburg’, 34 NCRM Bulletin, at 155-72 (2009).


43. Inter alia, Hennard, 2013.
for habitation, while there are too few official caravan sites to cater for the Roma. The Court does acknowledge the interest of Roma to lead an own way of life. However, in all these cases, the Court easily allows general planning policy considerations of the state to outweigh the Roma’s interest, granting states a broad margin of appreciation in the matter. In other words, the Court does not seem to (want to) be aware of the severe ramifications for Roma of these hurdles in terms of accommodation, and the broader ramifications it has for their physical and psychological well-being and for their integration in society. In this case, the lack of knowledge is most likely compounded by concerns about the Court’s legitimacy when it would curtail states’ freedom to develop their own policy in light of local circumstances. Indeed, the European consensus about the need to improve the situation of Roma (visible in numerous documents of the EU, Council of Europe, and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) has not yet translated in a common policy in terms of caravans and caravan sites.

Similarly, in cases concerning religious minorities, the Court disregards structural advantages enjoyed by the majority, related to the extent to which the dominant religion’s values and symbols are ingrained in society. Consequently, it glosses over the ensuing disadvantages of religious minorities. A striking example of this type of ‘reduction’ is visible in the Lautsi case in which the Grand Chamber holds that a crucifix in a public school class room is merely a passive symbol: this reasoning arguably ‘reduces’ the interests of pupils not to be inappropriately exposed to the symbols of one religion to the exclusion of all others. More generally, the Court has a steady line of jurisprudence granting states a wide margin of appreciation in relation to the way in which they organise ‘church-state relations’. The grant of a wide margin to states in the broad range of religious matters covered by ‘church-state relations’, reflects the Court’s weariness to impinge on an area that is since the middle ages considered to be a core aspect of state sovereignty.

The preceding overview of case law and related analysis reveals that ‘discrimination’ themes tend to play an overarching role in cases on minorities. As was highlighted above, discrimination complaints by minorities are often complex, due to the systemic and structural nature of the discrimination concerned. The invidious discrimination is always related to their separate identity and ensuing prejudices. Protection against this type of discrimination would thus indirectly also protect their right to identity. In so far as the differential treatment aims at protecting or promoting minorities’ separate identity, the goal of substantive equality also contributes directly to minorities’ right to identity. Unfortunately, precisely in cases on ethnic, religious, and linguistic minorities, the ECHR seems to avoid non-discrimination analysis as much as possible, particularly when it ultimately concerns requests for suitably adapted measures and policies. It may be that complaints of minorities often pertain to complex situations, but this complexity actually requires a well-considered development of the non-discrimination analysis, rather than avoidance. The proper identification and weighing of all relevant interests and variables in the rights analysis, where necessary having regard to social sciences and political philosophy, is equally essential here. Furthermore, avoiding non-discrimination analysis stifles the consistent and coherent development of non-discrimination law.

Similarly, in relation to minorities’ right to identity, the Court has not moved beyond the general recognition that states have a duty to facilitate the minority way of life, and take minorities’ separate identity into account when devising and implementing laws. The Court has indeed been reluctant to identify concrete state obligations in this respect, presumably also because it is uncertain on how to identify and quantify all the relevant interests involved. Similar concerns play in rela-


47. See also J. Temperman (ed.), The Lautsi Papers: Multidisciplinary Reflections on Religious Symbols in the Public Classroom, Martinus Nijhoff (2012), particularly the chapters in part V.


49. In the middle ages this understanding was captured in the latin adagium ‘cujus regio, ejus religio’. See also K. Henrard, The Ambiguous Relationship between Religious Minorities and Fundamental (Minority) Rights, The Hague, Eleven (2011), at 20-4. The Lautsi case clearly demonstrated the strong concern about the Court’s political legitimacy that underlies the Court’s grant of a wide margin of appreciation to states regarding the way in which they organise ‘church-state relations’. The Grand Chamber reversed the finding of a violation by the Chamber following a public outcry and interventions by thirty three parties in the Grand Chamber proceedings.

50. This needs to be related to the two overarching concerns of minority protection, being the right to equal treatment and the right to identity: see above.


53. ECtHR, Chapman, para. 96. See also Henrard, 2012a, at 379-80; Ringelheim, 2013, at 431-3.

54. de Schutter, 1997, at 82-3. This uncertainty is at times reflected in contradictory judgements and reasoning in particular cases between Chamber and Grand Chamber as in the Lautsi v. Italy judgement, discussed below.
These examples show the ECtHR discounting the prolonged and group nature of discrimination against minorities, not properly acknowledging the full range of relevant interests on the side of minorities, and the myriad and often accumulated layers of disadvantage that they are confronted with. This lack of proper identification and weighing of the relevant interests and variables compromises the effective protection of minorities’ fundamental rights. Furthermore, the related superficial reasoning by the Court implies that no guidance is given to the contracting states for their policy development. In the preceding analysis, the existing flaws in the ECtHR’s analysis of minorities’ fundamental rights have been argued to stem from a combination of two major causes: lack of knowledge on the one hand and concerns about the Court’s own political legitimacy on the other. To some extent, the flaws in the Court’s reasoning can be explained by a lack of knowledge about all the relevant parameters that influence the respective weights of minorities’ interests. To some extent, the Court might prefer (choose) not to get too deep into these often controversial matters. This ‘preference’ ties in with more overarching concerns that the Court might jeopardise its political legitimacy when it would pronounce itself on cases that are intertwined with contracting states’ perceptions of national identity and/or of conceptions about state sovereignty in relation to the place of religion in society.

The preceding analysis of the ECtHR case law has also hinted at the way in which the Court seems to navigate its lack of knowledge and concerns about its political legitimacy through the application of the margin of appreciation doctrine; more particularly, by granting states in several cases pertaining to minorities a broad margin of appreciation. The Court has indeed clarified that the breadth of the margin of appreciation is not always equally broad, while identifying several relevant factors. Two of these factors merit further discussion as they tend to lead to unsatisfactory results for persons belonging to minorities, due to the particularly wide margin of appreciation granted to states. Firstly, the Court often uses the factor of the European consensus, referring to a consensus among European states. A high level of European consensus entails a narrow margin of appreciation for states, while a lack of consensus widens the margin considerably. Whereas the former seems perfectly justifiable, the latter is not at all obvious. The absence of European consensus could also be considered to invite guidance by the Court, instead of leaving the matter (almost) entirely to the contracting states themselves. Since policies concerning minorities tend to concern complex, and often controversial matters, it will come as no surprise that little consensus can be detected. Consequently, states are invariably granted a particularly wide margin of appreciation. Secondly, the Court tends to leave states also a very broad margin of appreciation concerning general policy choices. Again, minorities are often strongly affected by general policy choices, such as planning regulations (housing) and curriculum content (education). Leaving states a broad margin of appreciation in these matters tends to mean that the Court formulates little or no evaluation, and does not even seem to try to identify all relevant interests, let alone weigh them. In other words, the Court more or less ‘hides behind’ the broad margin it leaves states.

In the end, Court’s use of the margin of appreciation doctrine enables it to avoid taking a stance on many complex and mostly controversial minority questions. Without advocating that the judiciary should disrespect the separation of powers and take the place of the executive/legislator, it remains the task of the ECtHR to supervise that states respect their human rights obligations under the ECtHR in the development of their policies and practices. Whereas the lack of knowledge as such could in theory also induce the Court to adopt a more ‘searching’ level of scrutiny, the combination with the concern about political legitimacy seems to tilt the Court towards the ‘safer’, more prudent route of not evaluating at all, or at least less. Leaving states a broad margin of appreciation in cases concerning minorities means that the Court virtually abdicates its own supervisory role and leaves the matter largely to the states concerned. This, in turn, tends to entail a protection of the status quo and the existing dominance of the

57. A similar lack of guidance is visible when the Court grants states a broad margin of appreciation and does not actually analyses the case, nor engage in a weighing of the respective interests: Henrard, 2012a, at 372-3; J. Kratochvíl, ‘The Inflation of the Margin of Appreciation by the European Court of Human Rights’, Netherlands Quarterly of Human Rights, at 330, 332 (2011).
60. However, these factors are not used in a consistent, let alone systematic way: Kratochvíl, 2011, at 345-7; Mahoney, 1998, at 3.
63. Inter alia Henrard, 2012a, at 374-5.
64. Henrard, 2012a, at 376-80; Riegelsheim, 2013, at 440.
majority.\textsuperscript{66} Leaving this broad margin to states also implies that the Court does not provide guidance to the state parties on how to analyse cases on minorities’ rights and balance the respective interests. In both respects, the effective protection of minorities’ rights is compromised.\textsuperscript{67}

3 Lack of Knowledge to Identify and Weigh All Relevant Interests and Variables Pertaining to Minorities and Their Rights: A Turn to Multi-Disciplinary Legal Research

The selection of cases discussed above confirmed that cases pertaining to minorities and their fundamental rights are often complex. One of the important causes for the flaws in the jurisprudence of the ECtHR on minorities, and more particularly the way in which the Court reduces these cases, concerns the impossibility to identify all relevant interests and variables with a purely legal lens. Since the effective protection of minorities’ rights depends on proper balancing of all the relevant interests and variables, it merits exploring what non-legal disciplines can contribute in terms of additional insights about these interests and their relative weight.\textsuperscript{68}

This multi-disciplinary legal research would then ideally feed into judicial practice.\textsuperscript{69}

This research has indeed not yet been fully conducted. However, the preliminary research in relation to the above cases has provided the first indications about what disciplines could function well as auxiliary disciplines for the analysis of minorities’ fundamental rights, more particularly in light of the underlying complexities of cases on minorities’ rights. Subsequently, some thoughts are put forward on the way in which the data/findings of the non-legal disciplines can be incorporated in the legal (fundamental rights) frame.

The preceding analysis of the ECtHR’s case law criticised the Court’s reduction of the cases, inter alia by not sufficiently taking into account the group dimension of disadvantage suffered by minorities and the layers of disadvantage resulting from systemic discrimination. Another line of criticism focused on the Court’s glossing over the extent to which a particular religion has infused the social fabric of a state, thus disadvantaging adherents to other religions. Arguably, these various layers of disadvantage that minorities experience are important components of ‘all relevant circumstances’ the Court says it needs to take into account when evaluating cases. Indeed, these layers of disadvantage imply ever so many barriers to effective enjoyment of rights, whereas the effective enjoyment of rights is an overarching concern of the ECtHR.

Non-legal disciplines that are particularly apt to unveil relevant interests and layers of disadvantage that have been missing so far from the Court’s analysis are political philosophy and (empirical) social studies. The justice perspective in political philosophy uncovers, for example, relevant (group-related) interests for the rights analysis.\textsuperscript{70} In terms of relevant variables, the philosophical and sociological (social science) perspectives bring to the fore and highlight (inter alia) the group dimension of the disadvantage suffered,\textsuperscript{71} the accumulation of various layers of disadvantage, and also the systemic nature of disadvantage and discrimination.\textsuperscript{72} These additional interests and/or variables that determine the relative weight of an interest all refine one way or the other the quantification of disadvantage (damage) suffered.

Similarly, the attention for the interrelation between various integration dimensions in social sciences allows to identify and quantify additional layers of disadvantage (harm) suffered by the members of the minority concerned. Indeed, several integration dimensions have been distinguished in social sciences, which all relate and interrelate for full integration:\textsuperscript{73} structural integration, social integration, cultural integration, and identification integration. Structural integration is undoubtedly most relevant in terms of law and rights as it concerns rights, status, and (non-discriminatory) access to the labour market and core institutions in society. Nevertheless, sociological theories emphasise the interrelating with the other integration dimensions. Hence, hav-
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69. See infra in Sections 4 and 5.


ing regard to these other integration dimensions and the related disadvantages suffered there by persons belonging to minorities are important to identify layers of disadvantage that have been neglected in the human rights analysis so far. More particularly, discrimination in terms of structural integration has considerable negative repercussion for the other integration dimensions as well. When one is de facto excluded from access to quality education, as was visible in a range of Roma cases before the ECtHR, one is not only barred from higher education and thus the better jobs, but one also has less chances to interact with members of other social groups. Lack of social contacts hampers social integration and, in turn, inhibits mutual behavioural and attitudinal adaptations, while flawed structural, social, and cultural integration hinders the emergence of a sense of belonging and commitment (identificational integration). This more extensive and explicit consideration of layers of disadvantage, and their interaction and mutual reinforcement, arguably invites a reassessment of the weight of the respective interests concerned.

A more general reason why it is important to have regard to social science integration studies for a more comprehensive identification of relevant interests and variables for the analysis of minorities’ fundamental rights is that striking parallels exist between the ‘target’ groups of integration and fundamental rights of persons belonging to minorities. Integration (goals) evidently concern population groups that are different from the majority or the dominant groups in society. Hence, integration concerns seem to be targeted at minorities in the broad sense of the word, encompassing traditional minorities and indigenous peoples as well as new or immigrant minorities. Relatedly, the search for the optimal balance between unity and diversity is equally key in relation to integration as to minority policies. Furthermore, a preliminary investigation reveals that at least some of the foundational values for integration and fundamental rights overlap, namely equality and participation. Actually, the recent and much debated judgement of the ECtHR in *SAS v. France* (1 July 2014) shows the pressing need for the Court to incorporate the integration perspective in a more principled manner in its jurisprudence. Indeed, the abrupt way in which the Court introduced ‘living together’ and the underlying integration argument as decisive arguments in its rights analysis triggered several critical remarks. The introduction of the integration argument was not only not explained, it furthermore did not do justice to the complexities involved.

When exploring the further question how multi-disciplinary research can feed in the analysis of minorities’ fundamental rights, it should be highlighted that, as Theunis Roux nicely formulates in his article for this special issue: the incorporation of non-legal disciplines into doctrinal research necessarily occurs on laws’ terms. In other words, the standard for incorporation is an internal legal standard: the translation and incorporation of other disciplines is geared towards the coherent development and improvement of legal doctrine. Multidisciplinary legal research for the analysis of minorities’ rights specifically aims to enrich and improve this analysis by identifying additional relevant interests for this analysis, as well as relevant parameters. This implies that the non-legal disciplines ‘feed’ into the human rights paradigm, and more particularly human rights doctrines concerning interpretation principles, legitimate limitations, the proportionality principle, balancing of interests, and also the margin of appreciation doctrine. Put differently, these other disciplines would not be decisive, hence it does not matter so much that within these non-legal disciplines there are differences of opinion about the relevance of particular interests and/or variables. The different disciplines considered in this respect may highlight different interests and/or different variables, but these differences are not something that compromises the usefulness of multidisciplinary legal research, rather to the contrary. Indeed, the findings of these non-legal disciplines are merely used to point to the possible relevance of additional interests, and to obtain insights about possibly relevant variables that otherwise would be overlooked. In the end, in so far as this multi-disciplinary legal research would feed into judicial practice, courts would still (have to) consider all

---
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relevant circumstances of the case before them, and decide what factors and variables to consider in the concrete case before them. In other words, the legal framework remains key in framing the analysis, the non-legal disciplines are ‘merely’ considered to expand upon the range of interests and variables that can be relied upon, ultimately by courts, for the analysis of minorities’ rights. Overall, the preceding analysis has arguably demonstrated that further (multi-disciplinary legal) research is warranted about the way in which non-legal findings and theories about layers of disadvantage encountered by minorities, also in terms of the various integration dimensions, can be translated into (additional) interests and variables relevant for the analysis of minorities’ rights.

4 Influencing the Practice of the ECtHR and International Courts More Generally: From Knowledge to ‘Courage’?

This more developed multi-disciplinary legal research could subsequently feed into judicial practice, in the sense that (international) courts generally could consult the resulting more complete overviews of potentially relevant interests and variables. One cannot expect courts, judges, to do themselves all the multi-disciplinary legal research, but they might be willing to draw on the findings of such research conducted by academia. The courts would then decide case by case which interests and variables to include in their legal assessment and reasoning, in light of the special circumstances of each case. In other words, courts’ in concreto weighing would remain, but they could draw on a ‘richer’, more complete, toolkit. To the extent that courts would have doubts about the way in which the findings of non-legal disciplines would need to be weighed, they could draw on the assistance of experts (in these disciplines) as is already the practice in a number of fields. As was acknowledged before, courts’ interpretation of the law and analysis essentially involves making a choice from a variety of plausible alternatives. Arguably, the ECtHR and other international courts would only use the multi-disciplinary legal research findings, in so far as they would be willing to review (the case and the respective interests) seriously and adopt a rather searching level of scrutiny. Courts may be concerned about their political legitimacy when adopting these higher levels of scrutiny, leaving less discretion to the contracting states. Nevertheless, it is opined that when courts can rely on multi-disciplinary legal research which allows them to chart the quantum of the disadvantage suffered by vulnerable minority groups in a more comprehensive manner, these courts may actually be swayed to do so. International human rights courts’ readiness to do so is not unlikely especially in view of the potential contribution to the effective protection of minorities’ fundamental rights, which remains their overarching concern after all. This is exactly what is argued to lay behind the US Supreme Court reliance on social sciences in its seminal judgement in Brown v. Board of Education that underscored that segregation itself meant inequality.

Furthermore, it may very well be that expanding international courts’ explicit reasoning, and attempting to tackle lack of knowledge outright by relying on multi-disciplinary legal research, would actually enhance their legitimacy and also states willingness to comply. Indeed, while there is always a question of choice and thus subjectivity in the way in which a court would use the multi-disciplinary legal research findings, making this choice explicit and arguing it in light of ‘all relevant circumstances of the case’ arguably objectivises the court’s reasoning. Ultimately, when courts makes this choice, and the related reasoning, explicit, a body of jurisprudence can emerge, that bring still more ‘objectivity’ to the balancing. In this respect, the ECtHR might feel gradually more confident and ‘courageous’ to have less recourse to a broad margin of appreciation for states, while also other international courts adjudicating on fundamental rights might find the ‘courage’ to reduce the amount of discretion they leave states.

5 Conclusions

This article sets out to contribute to this special issue devoted to multi-disciplinary legal research by discussing first the limits of purely doctrinal legal research in relation to a particular topic, and second the relevant considerations in devising research that (inter alia) draws on non-legal, auxiliary disciplines to ‘fill in’ and
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guide the legal framework. The topic concerned is the (analysis of the) fundamental rights of minorities. The introduction highlights the generally acknowledged truth that law, also human rights law, is open to multiple plausible interpretations. Courts, when adjudicating, need to make a choice what interpretation to adopt. This choice depends on the interpretation principles relied upon and also on the position taken in relation to the role of courts, and the degree of activism that would be appropriate. Relying on foundational principles of fundamental rights, the case is made for human rights courts to adopt a rather activist approach, adopting a baseline level of scrutiny which is rather high. Furthermore, while acknowledging the inherently subjective nature of the interpretation of fundamental rights, it is opined that when courts would develop extensive explicit reasoning, this would facilitate the emergence of lines of jurisprudence, and thus predictability and a certain objectivity.

The article starts maybe somewhat atypical with a critical assessment of the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights regarding the analysis of minorities’ rights, more particularly the failure to properly identify and weigh all relevant interests and variables and the related reduction of minorities’ cases its analysis operates. This ‘prelude’ is necessary because it provides crucial insights in the causes of these alleged flaws in the Court’s jurisprudence: lack of knowledge (about the relevant interests and variables for the analysis of minorities’ rights) and concerns with the Court’s political legitimacy. At the same time the critical analysis of the Court’s jurisprudence allows already for the identification of possible contributions from findings from sociology (related social sciences) and political philosophy. The article goes on to argue for the need for further multi-disciplinary legal research, drawing on social sciences and political philosophy as auxiliary disciplines that could ultimately assist courts in tackling the lack of knowledge when analysing minorities’ rights. Subsequently, these researches (findings) could feed into judicial practice, possibly with the help of experts.

The ECtHR and other international human rights courts are not unlikely to draw on this multi-disciplinary legal research when it would enable them to really take into account ‘all relevant circumstances’ of the case before them and thus identify and properly weigh all relevant interests in cases on minorities’ rights. In addition to the significant contribution to the effective protection of fundamental rights, the courts’ ensuing explicit and transparent reasoning will over time crystallise into lines of jurisprudence, thus bringing further objectivity and predictability to judicial decision making.

Furthermore, the ensuing more explicit reasoning by international courts will offer better guidance to public authorities, ending their often disturbing uncertainty, thus making them more ‘at ease’ when ruling on minorities’ rights, knowing that they can justify the choices made in light of a broad panoply of relevant interests and variables. This in turn might further contribute to a positive cooperation between contracting states and international courts, and thus reduce the latter’s (perceived) legitimacy problems.